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Abstract— The major Aim of this project to develop the 

Farming Sector to introduce the latest technology here we are 

monitoring and controlling some specific Parameter. This 

system consist the Intruders Monitoring And Prevention, 

water level according to the crops selected By farmer, 

Automatic irrigation and manual from remote area, Moisture 

of soil and Relative Humidity this system monitor All and 

also some parameter try to control the situation from Remote 

area parameter values are updated on website, App And 

notified on Mobile of farmer via IOT message services. Via 

this project we can monitor, control Intruders, Irrigations 

Relative Humidity and complete update of farm from remote 

Area which can save a lot Crops from intruders and a lot time 

to protect the field and monitor the irrigation and different 

parameter. This project is only one unit which interrogated 

with monitoring Along with controlling. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In Traditional farming there are lots of problem of safety, 

Irrigation, moisture details, Relative humidity these are Very 

time  consuming  for any  farmer lots of   crops are damaged 

by  animal and  theft  by thief, lots of crops are damaged by 

blowing started till Farm is free of intruders , For Irrigation  

we are made IR  based  water level sensor by this we got 

specific certain level of water in farm and this level goes to 

the microprocessor according to input crops selected by 

farmer this level is automatically fixed and pump is on/off 

according to selected crops when level reached water Pump 

is shut down and push notification on the mobile of farmer 

via SMS and updated on the website ,For Humidity which is 

very much important for proper growth of crops for that we 

are using DHT22 and we got result in microprocessor and this 

result comes on mobile via SMS and updated  on website and 

Moisture which is again very important parameter for proper 

growth so a moisture sensor used for proper audit of moisture 

so All data are available on website a farmer can audit and do 

analysis of parameter of Complete farm SO this project can 

enhance the yield and increase productivity and save lots of 

time. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 Power Node senses the Different parameters and 

Controlling according to user input 

 Power Node Consist Moisture sensor, Water Level, 

Humidity, Temperature, user input and security center 

 Security center consist the set of IR(Tx,Rx) and 

PIR(Passive Infra-Red)  

 All Parameter Values Comes In processor calibrate it to 

standard value  

 Database is connected to Processor, processor update all 

standard live values on the portal  

 A special Notification center is designed for 

continuously updating the portal, E-mail, Facebook 

page, Twitter  

 According to the 

 user input set for special crops (Sugar can , corn etc.) the 

irrigation related to and some of ideal environmental 

condition is set for that crops 

 So it continually   check live environment and compare 

ideal for that crop and data send to the user mobile and 

take appropriate action  

III. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW 

Many systems developed to increase the productivity of farm 

and crops growth, in this system the different and unique is 

this system not only monitor it also control some parameters 

only so this is one unit which is integrated with monitoring 

and controlling the parameter by taking action according to 

set values for threshold ,another uniqueness of this system is 

it stores all data on cloud so any time we can track all earlier 

records and analyze the things and Live update of all 

parameters of farm to mobile of farmer so all important 

information’s are on fingertip of farmer  

A. User Input 

User input is beginning of processing according to crops 

selected the all standard values are set as threshold for taking 

action with monitor values here a digital input is used for 

putting the input in microcontroller According the user  input 

entered the crops irrigation ,period of irrigation and all ideal 

environmental condition is set  

B. Security center 

In security center we are using a set of PIR and IR sensors 

which continue monitor the field and as any living thing near 

the PIR it gives signals to microprocessor and if any entry to 

farm IR (TX,RX detect )and gives a signal to microprocessor 

unauthorized entry detected so as soon as entry detected Horn 

start blowing and notification sent to farmer’s mobile via 

SMS through IOT portal is updated and Horn stop blowing as 

soon as farm is clear and All Notification is sent and portal 

updated   
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C. Water Level  

Water level detected by self-made IR (Tx,Rx) Tube which 

gives standard water level to the microprocessor according to 

the threshold value the pump activated and deactivated and 

leel reading with pump status send to the server and farmer 

mobile. 

D. Humidity 

Humidity is parameter related to the environment condition 

According to the user input the ideal condition is set to the 

respected crops and it tracks the deviation between actual live 

environment and ideal environment condition and send all 

reports to the farmer and update on the portal here we are 

using DHT22 sensor for all processing. 

E. Temperature 

This parameter also related to the environment and gives 

actual live environment condition and it compare to idea 

value of temperature of that respectively crops this parameter 

became more important in highly summer (over 38 degree 

Celsius) weather or highly winter whether (below 5 degree 

Celsius) so it tracks record and send to the farmer and updated 

to portal Here we are using DS18b water proof sensor which 

gives digital output. 

F. Microprocessor 

Microprocessor is the main unit of this system which process 

all values and make action according to threshold set by 

farmer according to the crops. All sensors are connected to 

the microprocessor and this processor directly connected to 

the cloud. 

IV. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS 

A. Hardware Used 

Raspberry Pi Model 3b Microprocessor 

Infra-Red(Tx,Rx) IR323 

Passive Infra-Red(PIR)  

DS18B Temperature Sensor 

Push Button  

DHT11 
Digital Humidity and 

Temperature Sensor 

Relay 5V,2A 

Transistors BC547 

Resistors 
1k,220 ohms,4.7k,10k,120 

ohms 

Connectors Power Jack 

Diodes 1N4007 

PCB Making PCB Universal 

Battery 12v 

Moisture Sensor  

Jumphers M-F 

Pump(9v) 6v 

Horn(9v) 5v 

LEDs Green,Red 

B. Software Used. 

 Raspberrian OS 

 Xampp 

 Wordpress 

 FileZilla 

 Eagle 

 Python 

 Arduino IDE 

V. PORTAL VIEW 

A. Landing Page 

 
Fig. 1: Homepage 

B. Control Panel 

 
Fig. 2: Control Panel Button 

 
Fig. 3: Sensor information 
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VI. RESULTS 

A. Monitor Panel 

 
Fig. 4: Temperature (Above) 

 
Fig. 5: Entry Detector 

 
Fig. 6: Water Level 

 
Fig. 7: Humidity 

 
Fig. 8: Moisture Value 

 
Fig. 9: Pump Triggering 

 
Fig. 10: Horn Triggering 

 
Fig. 11: Temperature Below 

VII. ALERT 

There should an alert system that should provide an alert 

notification to the end user (authority in-charge) in case the 

water quality parameter levels are out of normal range. The 

alert message will include the all the parameter values also. 
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The normal range and the threshold values are provided by 

the governing body which will handle this system. Alert 

system can also be used to keep the public aware of the 

pollution levels of the river in their city. Thus the alerts are 

classified as 

1) Public Alert 

2) Private or authorized alert 

A. Mobile SMS 

 
Fig. 12: Alert SMS on End User’s Mobile Phone 

B. Gmail Notification 

 
Fig. 13: Gmail Message Account 

C. Facebook Notification 

 
Fig. 14: Facebook Account Smart Agriculture 

D. Twitter Notification 

 
Fig. 15: Twitter Account @DreamersAgricu1 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

IoT Based Farm Field Monitoring System is a real time water 

quality monitoring system which monitors and provides the 

data about the farm field periodically. The standard can be 

monitored from anywhere and anytime as all the data about 

field quality is stored over internet.  

So, real time monitoring of the agricultural field can 

be done using the IOT where the process can be viewed from 

anywhere and thus this increases the monitoring of the field 

at any instant with more accuracy. Alert notifications are 

provided if the parameter values exceed the tolerable range. 

Thus, the system is time efficient, power efficient and 

requires less man and material resources thus making our 

smarter farm field towards a better world. 
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